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Solar Cycle Dependence of Spacecraft Charging in
Low Earth Orbit
T. B. FROONINCKXl AND J. J. SOJKA
Cenler for Atmospheric and Space Sciences, Utoh Stole University, Logan
Recent experimental evidence has shown that Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) polar
orbiting spacecraft at 840 km can develop electric potentials as severe as -1430 V while at high magnetic
latitudes. To explore this charging region, an analysis of DMSP F6, F7, F8, and F9 satellite precipitating
particle and ambient plasma measurements taken during periods of high, medium, and low solar flux is
performed. One hundred eighty-four charging events ranging from -46 to -1430 V are identified, and an
extreme solar cycle dependence is found as cbarging is most frequent and severe during solar minimum.
Satellite measurements and time-dependent ionospheric model (rOIM) output are used to determine the
cause of the solar cycle dependence and to characterize the environments which generate and inhibit these
potentials. The electron precipitation associated with various DMSP charging levels is analyzed; it is
suggested that precipitating electrons as low as 2 to 3 ke V may contribute to charging thpugh higher-energy
electrons make ·greater contributions. Secondary electron production due to incident electrons below I keV is
shown to inhibit charging. The energetic electroo fluxes shown to generate charging do not vary significantly
over the solar cycle. Instead, DMSP ambient plasma data and IDIM generated results identify a variation in
plasma density over 1 or more orders of magnitude as the cause of the solar cycle dependence, and an
ambient plasma density of less than 104 cm-3 is found necessuy for significant negative charging (~100 V)
to occur.

1. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of multikilovolt negative spacecraft-toplasma potential differences in geosynchronous orbit
[DeForest, 1972] and the realization that spacecraft charging
often leads to serious operational anomalies [Rosen, 1976] led
the' scientific community to aggressively pursue an
understanding of the environments which generate large
electric potentials. In building a theoretical foundation,
Whipple, Parker, Laframboise, and others (see review by
Garrett [1981]) have provided for an understanding of the
plasma sheaths surrounding a charged spacecraft as well as
plasma wake and Vx effects. Experimentally, charging
levels as severe as -19,000 V in eclipse and -2000 V in
sunlight have occurred within the low-density plasma sheet
d~ng enhanced fluxes of energetic electrons [Olsen, 1987],
and ge9synchronous spacecraft potentials such as these
typically correla~e with intense fluxes of electrons with
energies greater than 10 to 30 keY [Olsen, 1983; Gussenhoven
and Mullen, 1983; Mullen et al., 1986]. Though ambient
plasma can play a key role in inhibiting negative charging by
SUpplying a neutralizing ion current, low thermal plasma
densities (~1 cm- 3 ) at geosynchronous altitudes cannot
prevent frequent and severe charging. Since plasma densities
within the upper ionosphere are normally much greater (lQ2 to
lOS cm-3), spacecraft charging within low Earth orbit (LEO) is
COmmonly thought to be less significant. However, theory
predicts negative charging levels as severe as several
kilovolts for large structures in polar LEO [Katz and Parks,
1983], and manned polar flights are believed to face additional
hazards [Hall et al., 1987]. Measurements in LEO are
necessary to better characterize the charging environment
(sheath asymmetries) and to identify the key electrodynamic
processes [Sam;r, 1983].
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Previous experimental evidence shows that Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) polar orbiting
spacecraft can develop electric potentials as large as -680 V
with respect to their high-latitude "thin" plasma sheath 840
km environment [Gussenhoven et al., 1985]. We extend their
study and investigate a charging-to-solar cycle dependence
while analyzing the environments which generate and inhibit
high-latitude upper ionospheric charging. Specifically, the
primary causes, frequency, severity, and solar cycle
dependence of space vehicle ~harging are identified using
extensive DMSP satellite measurements taken during different
periods in the solar cycle. Measured precipitating electron
fluxes and ambient plasma densities during times of charging
and noncharging are closely analyzed to identify key
processes and critical values, and ionospheric model plasma
densities are used to further characterize the solar cycle
variation of ambient plasma density.
To begin, the results of Gussenhoven et al. [1985] are
reviewed in section 2 and serve as a quantitative foundation for
this study. Section 3 describes the data base and analysis
procedures and includes descriptions of the DMSP satellites'
orbits and instruments. The results of charging for solar
minimum, medium, and maximum conditions are given in
section 4, and a discussion is presented in section 5. Finally,
conclusions are listed in section 6.

2. PREvIous Sruny OF HIGH-LA1TIUDE LEO
CHARGING

Gussenhoven et al. [1985] performed a partial survey of
northern hemispheric DMSP F6 and F7 precipitating particle
and ambient plasma measurements taken during January,
November, and December 1983 and identified 11 negative
charging events ranging from -47 to -670 V and lasting 2 to
62 sec. The electric potential between the vehicle and local
plasma exceeded -100 V only when the satellite encountered
intense and energetic magnetic field-aligned electron
precipitation while in a region of locally depleted thermal
plasma density within the Earth's shadow. Charging levels
often ranged over hundreds of volts from one second to the
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next. A positive correlation was found between the charging
magnitudes and the ratios of the high-energy (~14 keY)
electron integral number fluxes to the ambient plasma
densities; little correlation was found between charging levels
and total electron number fluxes, and relationships of charging
to electron fluxes other than ~14 keY were not investigated.
The ~14 ke V electron fluxes typically exceeded 108
electrons/( cm 2 sec ster), and the ambient plasma densities
simultaneously ranged from 10 1 to 104 cm- 3 . Charging
occurred between 68° Nand 78° N magnetic latitude and 2000
and 0230 magnetic local time and was located on the poleward
edge of a region of discrete auroras. A study of the electron
spectra generating these DMSP charging events was
subsequently performed to assist efforts in modeling the
charging of large structures in polar orbit.
Yeh and Gussenhoven [1987] evaluated the kilovolt
precipitating electron profiles that resulted in the 11 charging
events reported by Gussenhoven et ale [1985]. They classified
92% of the spectra into four groups, parameterized the spectra,
and presented empirical values of parameters which could be
used for the modeling of spacecraft charging. They used their
modeled electron distributions and two sets of secondary
electron and backscatter yield coefficients for several materials
to calculate critical energies (Ee) above which the electron flux
defines the net charging current. Their results for kapton, the
primary material of DMSP satellites, showed positive
correlations between observed negative charging levels and
the ratios of the measured electron number fluxes above Ee
(unique to each model electron spectral group) to the ambient
plasma densities. Though their modeling efforts met with
some success, both the critical energies and electron fluxes
above Ee necessary to produce the observed charging levels
vary significantly depending on the secondary and backscatter
coefficients used. The models are further limited by unique
spectral types which were developed based on 11 charging
events. Since the study of Gussenhoven et ale [1985] was a
partial data survey, the frequency and magnitude of polar LEO
ocharging have yet to be fully documented.
3. DATABASE
3.1. Orbits and Instrumentation
The DMSP spacecraft are a series of satellites in circular
polar orbits with altitudes near 840 km. orbital inclinations of
98., and periods of approximately 101 min. Two satellites are
normally in S un-synohronous orbit oat one time; one satellite
orbits in the 0600-1800 (dawn to dusk) local time (LT)
meridian. and the other satellite orbits in the 1030-2230 LT
meridian. The four satellites which supplied data for this study
are designated as F6 and F8 (0600-1800 LT) and F7 and F9
(1030-2230 LT). The F6 was launched in December 1982 and
was replaced by the F8 in June 1987, and the F7 was launched
in November 1983 and was replaced by the F9 in February
1988. The satellites are nearly the same in material and
design, and in-flight cross calibration has been performed such
that a comparison of the satellites' charging may be
accomplished. With two satellites in different polar orbits at
the same time the high-latitude coverage is appreciable.
Since the geomagnetic and geographic poles are offset, the
Sun-synchronous DMSP spatial coverage in magnetic local
time and geomagnetic latitude includes a significant part of the
aUT ral and polar cap regions. Figure 1 illustrates the two
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Fig. 1. Orbital coverage of the DMSP F6, F7, F8, and F9 satellites in
corrected geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time over the high.
latitude northern hemisphere.

satellite combined coverage over the high-latitude northern
hemisphere. Satellite charging can be identified and the in situ
environment generating the charging can be analyzed using
the DMSP satellites' prec!pitating particle and thermal plasma
detectors.
The precipitating particle detector (SSJ/4) measures the flux
of precipitating electrons and ions having energies between
30 and 30,000 e V. A detector consists of four curved plate
electrostatic analyzers arranged in two pairs; one pair meflSUfes
electrons while the second pair measures ions. The detectors'
apertures always face radially outward from the Earth, so only
precipitating electrons/ions rather than ambient or
backscattered particles are measured at high magnetic latitudes.
One electron/ion analyzer measures over the energy range from
30 eV to 1 ke V via 10 channels, while the other measures frpm
1 to 30 keY via 10 channels, and each channel dwells for
nearly 0.1 sec; a complete 20-point electron and ion spect:I1Im
is reported once per second. Details and calibration of the
SSJ/4 are given by Hardy et ale [1984] and Schumaker et ale
[1988]. DMSP F8 and F9 instrumentation also includes a
thermal plasma detectpr.
The special sensor for ions, electrons, and scintillation
(SSIES) flown on the F8 and F9 satellites measures the ambient
plasma. The sensor consists of a planar ion retarding
potential analyzer to determine the densities of different ion
species, a planar ion density trap (scintillation meter) to
measure the total ambient ion density and its fluctuations. a
planar ion drift meter to measure the bulk flow velocity of the
thermal plasma, and a spherical Langmuir probe to measure the
ambient electrons. A detailed description of the instrument is
given by Greenspan et ale [1986]. The F8 and F9 ambient
plasma density measurements are taken from the scintillation
meter. Though an instrument similar to the SSIES flew on the
F6 and F7 satellites, it was inoperable during the period of this
study (F. J. Rich. private communication, 1990). The SSJ/4
and SSIES measurements form this study 's data base.
3.2. Data and Analysis
The solar maximum data base consists of SSJ/4
precipitating particle measurements taken poleward of SO'
north magnetic latitude by the DMSP F8 satellite during
November and December 1989 and January 1990 and by the F9
satellite during December 1989 and January 1990; the solar
minimum data base includes F6 and F7 satellite measurements
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potential. The resulting ion differential number flux depicts an
intense flux of ions with energies equal to -qcl> with negligible
fluxes at lower energies, and the reported satellite charging
level (-volts) is defined as the central energy of the SSJ/4
channel measuring the enhanced ion flux. This method of
identifying satellite-to-plasma potential differences has been
used by DeForest [1972], Mullen and Gussenhoven [1982], and
Gussenhoven et al. [1985] and is the principle technique used
in this study.
Using the electrostatic principle just described, a computer
code examined over 5.3 million ion spectra for a charging
signature. Because ion precipitation of magnetospheric origin
possesses multiple distributions [Hardy et al., 1989]. care was
taken not to label a precipitating ion spectrum as representing
an acceleration of the local ion population. The code was
general enough to select all charging-like signatures, and then
each of these spectra was examined in detail. Though ion
precipitation in a narrow energy band often resembles a
charging signature at a given moment, the ion spectra before
and after the spectrum in question reflects the nature of the
environment.
As a satellite orbits through a region of ion precipitation,
measured ion energies and number fluxes are likely to be
ordered from one second to the next though they may change
rapidly. In contrast, the ions' energies and number fluxes
associated with a charging event are more unordered (random)
as charging levels constantly fluctuate and the SSJ/4 sweeps
through one energy channel every tenth of a second. Also, the
presence of energetic electron precipitation is necessary to
generate significant negative potentials. Thus the presence or

taken in the same region during December 1986 and January
1987. Also, SSJ/4 measurements taken by the F8 satellite
during January 1988 represent solar medium. Select SSIES
ambient plasma density data are included for the F8 and F9. A
summary of the data base including the number of satellite
orbits is given in Table 1. Winter months were chosen
beCause they coincide with extended periods of eclipsed flight
(minimizes photoemission) and were believed to provide highlatitude ionospheric conditions more conducive to spacecraft
charging (lower ambient plasma densities). The 1O.7-cm solar
fluxes and 3-hour Kp sums during these periods are shown in
Figure 2. Kp values show variability throughout the periods,
but the average Kp is highest at solar maximum and lowest at
solar minimum. The solar maximum and minimum data periods
have average F 10.7 values of 213 and 70, respectively, which
are very representative of such conditions. The third data
period which we define to be solar medium has an average F 10.7
value of only 105 which is somewhat lower than normally used
to define medium solar activity (i.e., F 10.7 of - 130). During
the solar maximum and minimum periods the satellites
reported SSJ/4 data well over 90% of the time (rio down days)
and generated over 5 million electron/ion spectra during nearly
4000 northern hemisphere passes; the month of solar medium
data is less complete with six down days and includes
measurements taken during 275 orbits. Satellite-to-plasma
potential differences were identified using the SSJ/4 ion
spectra.
When a spacecraft charges negatively, the ambient positive
ions are accelerated to the spacecraft and gain an energy equal
to -qcj), where q is the ions' charge and cl> is the satellite

TABLE 1. Extent of the Charging Data Base
Solar Activity

Year

Minimum
Minimum

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Medium

Maximum
Maximum

November

December

January

Total Number of
Orbits

F6,F7

840
865
275
1285
795

F6,F7

F8

F8
F8,F9
F8,F9

SSIES data is included for the F8 and F9 satellites.
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Fig. 2. (fop panel) Solar flux levels and (lower panel) 3-hourly Kp values for the times spanned by the charging data base.
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and 0100 magnetic local time. The events are sorted by
satellite and are depicted in Figures 4b (F6) and 4c (F7) Which
show that the lack of events identified in the post-midnight
sector is not due to limited orbital coverage. All charging
events occurred either within full shadow of the Earth or
occasionally (<5%) just along the eclipse border such that the
SS1/4 remained in shadow. The dependence on magnetic
location and darkness also yields a VT dependence as nearly
70% of the events occurred between 0630 and 1830 VT. The
durations of these events range from 1 sec to 1 min (see Figure
3) and illustrate the variability of the charging currents, and
the high energy precipitating electrons are a charging current
source of particular interest.
Energetic electrons are accepted as a primary cause ,of
significant negative spacecraft charging. To characterize the
electron population during the charging events of solar
minimum, Figure 5 depicts plots of total (30 eV to 30 keY)
electron integral number flux (top panel) and ~.6 keY
electron integral number flux (lower panel) versus charging
magnitude. As Gussenhoven el al. [1985] found, the
correlation of total electron flux to charging is weak, and these
fluxes range over 1 order of magnitude for a given potential.
Periods of ~9.6 keY electrons fluxes exceeding 3 x 108
electrons/(cm 2 sec ster) in darkness for more than 2 sec
resulted in negative charging (>46 V) more than 50% of the
time. The ~9.6 keY plot depicts a better correlation of
electron fluxes to potential, but the fluxes extend over a large
range particularly at lower charging levels. The unorderedness
and broad range of this latter plot are due to four factors which
are not taken into account; fu-st, the ambient plasma densities
probably vary for different events; second, the electron
population below 1 ke V may create more than one secondary
electron for each incident electron and inhibit charging [Katz
el al., 1977; Leung el al." 1981]; third, electrons from 2 to 9
ke V may contribute to charging; and finally, electron fluxes
beyond the SSJ/4's energy range may be contributing to the
charge imbalance. While the better correlation includes the
~.6 ke V electrons, many of the events demonstrate that lesser
energetic electrons can drive DMSP charging.

absence of high-energy electron precipitation further aids the
identification process though the SS1/4's inability to measure
particles above 30 ke V must be considered. The result of
collectively using these selection tools was to discount
several ion precipitation spectra and SS1/4 anomalous
readings as representing genuine satellite ch,arging. In
addition to the search for charging events via SS1/4 ion
measurements, the analysis included examining the
environments during periods of energetic electron
precipitation for which charging did not occur.
On the basis of the electron fluxes during the DMSP
charging events reported by Gussenhoven et al. [1985], all
periods for which the electron fluxes ~.6 keY exceeded 3 x
108 electrons/(cm2 sec ster) were quantified to characterize the
frequency of energetic electron precipitation known to
generate charging. These values are used to compare the
precipitating electron environments of solar maximum,
medium, and minimum. The thermal plasma densities are
considered (F8 and F9 only) for these periods of enhanced
energetic electron fluxes and for charging events. In this way,
the environments which generate and inhibit charging are
better described.
4. DMSP CHARGING REsULTS
4.1. Solar Minimum
Spacecraft-to-plasma negative potential differences occurred
often during solar minimum conditions. The DMSP satellites
charged negatively on 169 occasions with peak potentials
ranging from -47 V to -1.4 kV; a summary of the events'
magnitudes and durations are shown in Figure 3. The charging
levels shown represent the greatest potential achieved during
the entire event and the durations shown represent a presence
of a negative charging level ~47 V. The large number of
events precludes a detailed presentation of each, and while each
charging case is unique in some manner, many of the events
are similar in location.
The locations of the 169 solar minimum charging events are
shown in Figure 40. Nearly 85% of the events occurred
between 68" N and 75" N magnetic latitude and between 2100
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Fig. 3. (fop panel) Maximum charging potentials and (lower panel) charging durations for the DMSP F6 and F7 satellites
during solar minimum.
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capable of generating these negative potentials. Considering
that 2 to 6.5 ke V electrons likely contribute to charging and
that incident electrons at lower energies limit charging, a
further analysis of the electron populations during the
charging events is necessary.
The ratio of the ~ ke V electron flux to the total electron
flux during charging illustrates the effect of enhanced
secondary electron production due to incident electrons ~1
ke V. Table 2 lists three groups of events based on charging
level. Group A corresponds to negative charging potentials
peaking between 45 and 69 V; group B represents potentials
between 100 and 215 V; and group C includes charging levels
TABLE 2. Electron Spectra Otaracteristics During
Solar Minimum O1arging Events

Fig. 4. Locations of the solar minimwn charging events in a corrected
geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time polar plot for the (a)
combined F6 and F7 satellite, (b) F6 satellite, and (c) Fl satellite. Each
circle represents the location of the greatest charging potential.

Though the study of Gussenhoven el al. [1985] showed a
direct relationship between DMSP charging and enhanced
fluxes of electrons with energies from 14 to 30 keY. electrons
of lesser energy produced significant charge imbalances during
solar minimum. Charging levels as high as -100 V were
achie':ed with electron fluxes ~6.5 ke V. and electron
populations during several events below 100 V suggest that 2
to 4.5 ke V electrons can drive charging. Though other current
sources such as ambient plasma may enhance the probability
or severity of charging, only precipitating electrons appear

Charging level. -V

45-69 a

lOO-215 b

~14c

60

81

28

32%

65%

64%

38%

50%

82%

Number of events
% of events with
~

keV fluxes
electrons!
cm 2 sec ster

> 10 9

% of events with
~

ke V flux!total
flux ~90%
aOata are for group A.
bOata are for group B.
cOata are for group C.
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greater than 314 V. Of particular interest is a comparison of
group B to group C. The percent of events having large fluxes
of ~ ke V electrons is the same for groups B and C, but the
electron populations for over 80% of the group C events are
90% energetic. This illustrates that group C events have fewer
incident electrons SI keY, and therefore fewer secondary
electrons are generated. The lower DMSP charging levels of
group A include not only decreased ~3 keY fluxes but also
higher percentages of lower energy electrons.
Two severe charging events during solar minimum
exemplify the process of large energetic electron fluxes
combining with small fluxes of lower-energy electrons (group
C events) to generate significant potentials. The -1.43 kV and
-995 V charging events on January 27, 1987, and December
16, 1986, respectively, represent the two largest DMSP
negative potentials reported to date. Both occurred near 70· N
magnetic latitude and at 2215 MLT. The precipitating electron
spectra during both events are similar in that the greatest
number flux is due to electrons >20 keY, and both spectra
suggest that large electron fluxes exist beyond 30 ke V. A plot
of the electron fluxes above 1 ke V for both events is shown in
Figure 6. In particular, the -1.43 kV event has relatively small
electron fluxes below 20 keY and shows a logarithmically
steady flux increase from 10 to 30 keY. The -1.43 kV
potential of January 27 was achieved for only 1 sec, while a 1
kV potential was reached twice during the event on December
16. Unfortunately, the detectors' ranges do not permit a more
adequate description of the electron spectra driving these
extreme potentials.
The total number of seconds that the F6 and F7 satellites
encountered intense energetic electron precipitation is shown
in Table 3a, and the total time that the satellites encountered
intense electron precipitation of lesser energy is shown in
Table 3b. Values in parentheses represent the percentage of
the total time that the satellites encountered these fluxes
poleward of 50· N magnetic latitude. Statistically, the two

9

995 Voft Ch\ Event

1.43 Kilovolt Charging Event

6+---------~----------~----------

o

20

10

30

Energy (keV)
Fig. 6. Electron number flux spectra for the two most severe charging
events. The -995 V potential occurred on December 16, 1986, at
1000:48 UT, and the -1.4 kV potential occurred on January 27, 1987, at
0412:38 UT.

TABLE 30. Total Time of ~.6 keY Electron Fluxes
Greater Than 3 x 108electrons/cm2 sec ster
During Solar Minimum
Satellite
F6

F7

December 1986

773 (0.14%)

502 (0.09%)

January 1987

370 (0.06%)

528 (0.09%)

Values in parentheses represent the percentage of the total
time that the satellites encountered these fluxes poleward of
50° N magnetic latitude. Time is in seconds.
TABLE 3b. Total Tune of Total Electron Fluxes
Greater Than 2 x 10gelectrons/cm2 sec ster
During Solar Minimum
Satellite
F6

F7

December 1986

3039 (0.55%)

4017 (0.72%)

January 1987

218S (0.37%)

3855 (0.66%)

Values in parentheses represent the percentage of the total
time that the satellites encountered these fluxes poleward of
SO· N magnetic latitude. Time is in seconds.

satellites have a similar occurrence frequency -0.1% of the
time for Table 3a and -0.6% for Table 3b, the latter being
slightly assymmetric with the F7 satellite having the larger
occurrence frequency. High-energy, high-flux values are
significantly less frequent than enhanced fluxes spanning the
entire energy spectrum.

4.2. Solar Medium
Satellite charging occurred 14 times during the 25 days of
solar medium and ranged from -45 to -310 V. A summary of the
events' magnitudes and durations is shown in Figure 7.
Though the data base is considerably smaller than that of solar
minimum, the charging results are similar.
The events occurred in darkness, and as shown in Figure 8,
most charging occurred in the magnetic pre-midnight sector
and near 70· N magnetic latitude. However, this distribution of
charging locations shows four events in the morning sector in
a region devoid of charging during solar minimum (compare
Figures 4a and 8). This difference is discussed briefly in
section 5, Measured ambient plasma densities (SSIES) for
these events range from 8 x 101 to 9 x 1()3 cm-3 • As observed
in some of the solar minimum events, charging up to -144 V
appears to be the result of electron fluxes S4.5 keY. Total
electron fluxes extend from 5 x 108 to 1.6 x 1010 electronsl
(cm 2 sec ster), while ~.6 keY fluxes measure from 1 x 106 to 4
x 109 electrons/(cm 2 sec ster), each showing a broad range
similar to the solar minimum events. The frequency that the
F8 satellite encountered enhanced electron fluxes is shown in
Table 4. To compare these values to those of solar minimum, a
normalized frequency for solar medium is calculated because of
the smaller data base of January 1988. The normalized
frequency of energetic precipitation (~.6 keY electron number
flux) is greatest during solar medium, but the normalized
number of F8 solar medium charging events is still below the
number of F6 solar minimum events. This, of course, is a crude
comparison, but these results suggest that the environment
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Fig. 7. (fop panel) Maximum charging potentials and (lower panel) charging durations for the DMSP F8 satellite during solar
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Fig. 8. LOcations of the solar medium charging events in a corrected
geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time polar plot for the F8 solar
medium charging events.

during solar minimum is more conducive to spacecraft
charging.

4.3. Solar Maximum
Spacecraft charging as observed during solar minimum and
solar medium was absent during solar maximum conditions. A
DMSP satellite charged to -46 V only one time, and this
relatively weak potential lasted just 2 sec. The environments
which generated this single charging event and inhibited
others from occurring are examined by analyzing the electron
spectra, quantifying the energetic electron precipitation, and
identifying the measured ambient plasma densities within
regions of energetic electron precipitation.
The charging event during solar maximum is summarized in
Table 5. Nearly half of the total precipitating electron integral
number flux is due to electrons ~ keY, while electrons ~.6
keY contribute over 17% toward total number flux. This
electrvn distribution represents the fifth largest number flux of
~ keY electrons in the entire solar maximum data base. The
thermal plasma density of 2.0 x 104 cm-3, though greater than
all of the densities during the solar medium charging events
and those reported by Gussenhoven et al. [1985], represents

one of the lower plasma densities identified in this study
during solar maximum periods of enhanced energetic electron
precipitation. Only on two other occasions were the electron
fluxes more energetic and the thermal plasma density less
dense, and detectable charging did not occur. In both
instances, not only were electron fluxes above 1 ke V greater
than those during the charging event, but electron fluxes
below 1 keY were likewise significantly greater than electron
fluxes below 1 ke V during the charging event, so the increased
secondary electron production may explain the absence of
charging during these two cases.
The total number of seconds that the F8 and F9 satellites
encountered intense energetic electron precipitation is shown
in Table 6a. Listed in Table 6b is the total time that the
satellites encountered intense electron precipitation of lesser
energy. These values characterize the occurrence of large
electron fluxes and may be compared to those during solar
minimum and medium given in Tables 3a, 3b, and 4. The
percentage of total time that the ~.6 ke V electron fluxes
exceeded 3 x 108 electrons/(cm2 sec ster) is almost identical
during solar minimum and solar maximum. In summary, on the
basis of the electron distributions during the charging events
of solar minimum and medium and of those reported by
Gussenhoven et al. [1985], the electron fluxes during solar
maximum were energetic enough and encountered often enough
to generate numerous charging events. Since charging did not
occur, the ambient plasma densities which accompanied the
energetic electron precipitation are examined.
Measured thermal plasma densities (SSIES) ranged from 1.3
x 104 to 1.3 x lOS cm- 3 (with two exceptions) during periods
of enhanced electron precipitation within the Earth's shadow.
Precipitating electron distributions during several of these
periods resemble those of the solar minimum, medium, and
Gussenhoven et al. [1985] for which charging did occur. In
comparing specific cases, only the thermal plasma density
varies significantly between the environments; the measured
densities are 1 to 3 orders of magnitude greater during solar
maximum.

5.

DISCUSSION

One hundred eighty-four DMSP charging events were
identified by an extensive search of F6, F7, F8, and F9
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TABLE 4. Total Time of Electron Integral Number Fluxes [electrons/(cm2 sec ster)]
During Solar Medium Compared to Solar Minimwn
~.6keV

Electron
Aux~xl08
Solar medium, Jan. 1988 (F8)
Normalized, Jan. 1988 (F8)
Solar minimum, Jan. 1987 (F6)

300

460
370

Total
Electron
Flux ~xI(p

Number
of Events

1037
1550
2185

14
21
27

Time is in secoods.
TABLE 5. Summary of the Single Charging Event During Solar Maximum
Characteristic

Value
DateITime
Satellite
Magnetic latimde
Magnetic local time
Peak potential
Total electron integral flux
~.O keV electron integral flux
~.7 keY electron integral flux
Ambient plasma density

November 13, 1989; 2231 :50 UT
F8
67· N·
0450·
-45 V

2.7 x
1.2 x
4.8 x
2.0 x

1010 electrons/cm2 sec ster
1010 electrons/cm2 sec ster
109 electrons/cm2 sec ster
104 cm-3

• The satellite is just out of eclipse though the SSJ/4 remains in shadow.
TABLE 60. Total Tune of ~.6 keY Electron Fluxes
Greater Than 3 x 108electrons/cm 2 sec ster
During Solar Maximum
Satellite
~

F8
November 1989

410 (0.07%)

December 1989

530 (0.09%)

703 (0.12%)

January 1990

415 (0.08%)

534 (0.10%)

Valaes in parentheses represent the percentage of the total
lime that the satellites encountered these fluxes poleward of
so- N magnetic latimde. Time is in seconds.
TABLE 6b. Total Time of Total Electron Fluxes
g
Greater Than 2 x 10 electrons/cm 2 sec ster
During Solar Maximum
Satellite
F8

November 1989

1306 (0.23%)

December 1989

1745 (0.30%)

3204 (0.56%)

January 1990

1485 (0.28%)

2753 (0.51 %)

Valaes in parentheses represent the percentage of the total
time that the satellites encountered these fluxes poleward of
50· N magnetic latimde. Time is in seconds.

measurements taken during winter months of solar minimum,
medium, and maximum; 169 of the events, including the most
severe DMSP potential ever reported (-1.4 kV), occurred during
solar minimum while only one event occurred during solar
maximum. However, not only are the number of events
different, their duration and potential history are different (see
Figures 3 and 7). We have combined these three quantities on a
daily basis into a single parameter we call the charging power.
This parameter is then useful for relative comparisons between
the three periods. Figure 9 depicts a daily "charging power"

for all three periods and illustrates the observed solar cycle
dependence. The charging power is defined daily as the
integral of the acceleration potential with respect to time. The
primary current sources which can generate or inhibit these
DMSP charging levels are photoemission, precipitating ions,
precipitating electrons and their secondary electrons, and
ambient ions [Garrett, 1981; Yeh and Gussenhoven, 1987].
Thus a significant variation during the solar cycle of one or
more of these current sources is believed to be responsible for
the extreme contrast in results.
Since nearly all charging occurred in full shadow of the
Earth, and the amount of time the satellites spent in eclipse
during the three periods was chosen to be similar, a varying
photoemission rate could not have caused the resulting solar
cycle dependence. Enhanced ion precipitation occasionally
contributed toward current balance by occurring
simultaneously with energetic electron precipitation, but the
frequency of this phenomenon was insignificant.
Furthermore, simultaneous electron/ion precipitation did not
occur more often during solar maximum than during solar
minimum, so a variation of ion precipitation did not
contribute to the charging solar cycle dependence. The
frequency and distribution of energetic electron precipitation
did not vary significantly between the periods of study (see
Tables 3, 4, and 6), and electron fluxes which generated
charging during solar minimum did not cause charging during
solar maximum.
The ambient plasma is the remaining current balance term·
Measured ion densities during periods of enhanced electron
precipitation were greater during solar maximum than solar
medium, and it is likely that thermal plasma densities were
even lower during solar minimum. A model is now introduced
to characterize the thermal plasma at 840 km during solar
minimum and to identify the theoretical plasma density ranges
over a solar cycle.
The time-dependent ionospheric model (TDIM) is a global
scale, three-dimensional, and time-dependent computer model
which numerically solves the continuity, momentum. and
energy equations for ions and the energy equation for electrons
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the daily charging power for solar maximum, medium, and minimum. The charging power for a
charging event is the integral of the charging potential with time.

between 120 and 800 km. A detailed description of the TDIM
and several model-to-observation comparisons are given in a
review by Sojka [1989], and a mathematical presentation of
the TDIM's methodology is given by Schunk [1988]. Though
the DMSP spacecraft orbit nearly 40 km above the model's
upper boundary, significant ambient plasma density gradients
between 800 and 840 km are not normally present because of
the large plasma scale heights at these altitudes. Thus TDIM
output for 800 km predicts the ambient plasma densities
encountered by the satellites and provides key input in
analyzing the resul~ of solar minimum charging.
To illustrate the high-latitude plasma variation predicted by
the TDIM, the plasma densities at 800 km and 1300 UT for
solar minimum, winter, low Kp ' and interplanetary magnetic
field B J positive conditions are shown in Figure 10. Arrows
identify the regions of most interest for this study~ Region A
represents the polar hole, a region of significantly depleted
Region A

1200MLT

0600

1800

RegionB

Fig. 10. Contours of the TDIM electron density at 800 km in a corrected
geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time polar plOL The densities
are for winter, solar minimum, and low magnetic activity conditions.
Contours are of the logarithm base 10 of the electron density (an-3).

plasma. Regions Band C denote pre-midnight and postmidnight regions of aurorally enhanced plasma density.
Further equatorward, region D depicts the mid-latitude trough.
The general morphology shown in Figure 10 does not change
significantly for varying conditions of K p ' universal time, and
solar flux. However, the location of the polar hole for BJ
negative conditions is centered near 0200 ML T rather than
near 2200 MLT. The modeled densities within the key regions
may be compared for various conditions.
TDIM plasma densities for solar minimum, medium, and
maximum, and low and medium Kp activities are shown in
Table 7. Densities are lowest in all regions during solar
minimum and range over 1 order of magnitude or more from
solar minimum to solar maximum within the polar hole and
mid-latitude trough. Densities in the aurorally enhanced
regions during sohir maximum are 3.5 to 4.5 times great.er than
during solar minimum, and in general, the model densities for
solar maximum and medium are consistent with the SSIES data
reported in section 4. While a large variation over a solar
cycle is predicted, the densities during solar minimum are of
special interest.
Considering the location of most of the charging events,
the area of primary interest includes the transition between the
polar hole and pre-midnight aurorally enhanc~d region. The
location of the polar hole's equatorward boundary is due to a
statistical model input of auroral precipitation at high
magnetic latitudes which limits the equatorward extension of
the hole. If this statistical auroral precipitation was replaced
with realistic discrete precipitation, the polar hole flux tubes
would convect further equatorward before encountering the frest
auroral structure. This would lead to significantly more
depleted flux tubes in the vicinity of the chargIng events than
indicated by the densities in Table 7. .
In summary, the TDIM predicts at least an order of magnitude
variation in ambient plasma density at high magnetic latitudes
between solar maximum and minimum, and the model data
closely represents the measured data of solar maximum and
medium as well as the experimental data of Gussenhoven el al.
[1985]. From these model outputs and experimental results an
ambient plasma density of lQ4 cm- 3 may be considered as a
rough threshold for DMSP charging assuming precipitating
electron distributions are similar to those of this study and of
Gussenhoven el al. [1985]. The TDIM predicts densities below
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TABLE 7. Model Ambient Plasma Densities (log 10 em-3) at 800 Ian and 1300 UT
for Three Levels of Solar Flux and Low and Medium
Levels of Magnetic Activity
10.7 em Solar Flux
70

130

210

Region A (polar hole)

2.48/2.80

2.90/3.40

3.40/3.80

Region B (aurorally
enhanced 2200 ML1')

3.72/3.95

4.05/4.30

4.35/4.55

Region C (auroralll
enhanced 0200 M T)

3.70/3.70

3.90/4.10

4.25/4.25

Region D (mid-latitude
trough)

1.91/2.25

2.54/3.00

3.21/3.50

The Kp level is 1/3.5.

104 cm- 3 during solar minimum and above 104 cm- 3 during
solar maximum for much of the nights ide at 800 km. The
measured plasma density during the weak charging event of
solar maximum was just above 104 cm-3, while densities for
10 out of the 11 charging events reported by Gussenhoven el
al. [1985] were below lQ4 cm-3, and densities during all of the
solar medium events were below 104 cm-3• The electron fluxes
cailsing charging during solar minimum did not cause charging
during solar maxim~m when measured ambient plasma
densities were above lQ4 cm-3 • Hence, the solar cycle control
of the charging is due to the solar cycle control of the ambient
plasma.
Many studies emphasize that a flux of "energetic" electrons
is necessary in order to generate significant negative
potentials. Though DMSP charging levels during solar
minimum and medium correlated better to fluxes of highenergy electrons (~.6 keY) than to total electron fluxes,
potentials as large as -144 Y occurred during periods of S4.?
keY electron precipitation (assuming no fluxes beyond the
energy range of the detector occurred simultaneously).
Theoretical secondary electron yields for kaptan predict less
than one secondary electron per incident electron above 1 to 2
keY [Katz et al., 1977; Leung el al., 1981], and the yield
decreases as the incident electron's energy increases. Coupled
with the theoretical expectation that about one tenth of the
incident electrons will backscatter [Katz et al., 1977;
Prokopenko and Laframboise, 1980], the observation that
charging may be due to electrons between 2 and 5 ke V seems
reasonable since the fluxes at lower energies were relatively
small. Of course, the number flux necessary at these energy
levels to create a significant charge imbalance is so large that
charging is less frequent and severe without higher-energy
electron fluxes.
The concept of a material-dependent critical electron
temperature (Maxwellian) (E,) and energy (Ee) being necessary
to generate a surface charge imbalance was introduced by Rubin
et al. [1978] and is described by Lai et al. [1983] and Katz el al.
[1986]. The temperature of a Maxwellian distribution must
exceed E, for the incident electrons to outnumber the secondary
and backscattered electrons, and at the same time, electrons
with energies greater than E, are necessary regardless of
temperature for charging to occur. The E, and Ee values for
kapton range from 0.5 to 0.8 keY and 1.2 to 4.0 keY,
respectively, depending on the angle of electron incidence and
the backscatter and secondary coefficients used [Lai el al.,
1983; Katz el al., 1986]. This concept was not specifically

addressed in this study because of the Maxwellian dependence,
but their theoretical Ee range is consistent with the observed
energy range discussed in the previous paragraph.
Precipitating electrons below a material-dependent energy
level inhibit negative charging by creating multiple secondary
electrons. A large percentage of the most severe charging
events during solar minimum occurred when over 90% of the
electron flux was at or above 3 keY, and many of the least
severe charging events during solar minimum had equally large
fluxes at higher energies, but also had greater fluxes of lowenergy electrons. Furthermore, on two occasions during solar
maximum, the ambient plasma density was· lower and tJ.1e highenergy electron fluxes were greater than during the solar
maximum charging event. However, dectrori fluxes below 1
ke V were also greater and probably prevented a potential from
forming. This same feature was found in solar medium events.
These resUlts further suggest that 1 to 2 .leeV is a key electron
energy threshold for DMSP charging. This dependence of
charging on energetic electron precipitation warrants a
consideration of a Kp to charging relationship.
Though at least one study of geosynchronous orbit charging
has reported a positive correlation between K p level and
charging [Mullen el al., 1986], little correlation exists
between the Kp index and the occurrence or severity of DMSP
charging. Relationships between the 3-hour Kp values aiid
satellite charging events are shown in Figure 11; the events
are denoted by an asterisk for solar minimum charging, "0" for
solar medium charging, and "x" for solar maximum charging.
The K p values extend through a broad range for a given
potential, and the larger Kps generally do not correspond to
the greater potentials. The 3-hour Kp index ranged from 0 to
5.0 during the solar minimum period of study, 0 to 7.3 during
the solar medium period of study, and 0 to 8.0 during the solar
maximum period of study. An interesting feature of the Kp
during the solar medium events is that the four charging events
well into the morning sector (see Figure 8) correspond to the
highest Kp levels (4.0 - 7.3) of the solar medium events. The
charging near 0600 MLT occurred with a Kp of 7.3; as already
noted, this region was absent of charging during solar
minimum when Kps were considerably lower. It is unknown if
this feature is purely coincidental. The use of K p as an
indicator of high-latitude spacecraft charging is limited
because of the nature of the Kp (3-hour, global scale). ~e
auroral electrojet (AE) index may be better suited to identifY
localized currents of short duration, but the AE index is not
readily available like the Kp- Both the Kp and AE indexes may
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show a better correlation if the other current sources were
considered.
With polar orbit charging at 840 km largely a function of
ambient plasma density and energetic electron precipitation,
the frequency and severity of charging are likely to decrease as
altitude decreases. The TOIM predicts densities as low as 5.6 x
103 cm-3 at 300 km within the polar hole for solar minimum
conditions. If 104 cm- 3 is indeed an accurate threshold,
significant charging is possible even as low as 300 km and
would be limited by the fluxes of energetic electrons. The
energy degradation between 800 and 300 km of precipitating
particles is non-trivial, but not to the extent of significantly
softening electrons in the 1 to 30 ke V energy range. Thus,
significant spacecraft charging appears to be possible during
solar minimum even near the high-latitude nightside F2 layer
peak. Further study is necessary to form conclusions
concerning spacecraft charging in this lower region.
6.

CoNCLUSION

The primary causes, frequency, severity, and solar cycle
dependence of high-latitude spacecraft charging in low Earth
polar orbit (840 km) have been identified from extensive
satellite measurements in the northern hemisphere for winter
periods of solar maximum, medium, and minimum. The
conditions generating satellite-to-plasma potential differences
were analyzed using measured precipitating ion, precipitating
electron, and ambient plasma data as well as model ambient
plasma results. The conditions which did not cause spacecraft
charging were similarly examined.
As a result of these analyses, the following conclusions are
drawn: (1) An extreme solar cycle dependence exists; solar
~nimum conditions generate charging more frequently and
~lth greater magnitude. (2) The chief cause of this dependence
IS the solar cycle variation of ambient plasma density; the lack
of significant charging during solar maximum is due to high
ambient plasma densities. (3) Kilovolt charging can occur via
natural processes within low Earth orbit. (4) Electrons with
energies from 2 to 5 ke V contribute to charging though higher
~nergy electrons make greater contributions. Integral number
UXes for electrons ~.6 keY are normally on the order of 108

to 1010 electrons/(cm 2 sec ster) when negative potentials

>100 V form. (5) A thermal plasma density of 1()4 cm- 3 or
less is required for significant charging to occur. (6) Charging
is most common in the pre-midnight magnetic frame within
the Earth's shadow near 72' N magnetic latitude. (7) The Kp
index is not a strong indicator of charging.
Progress toward further understanding of high-latitude
ionospheric charging may be achieved through additional
research. Recommended methods include examining charging
environments during various solar flux conditions and/or
during different seasons. Also, the electron spectra and
ambient plasma resulting in different charging levels could be
analyzed more closely to fme tune critical energy and density
values and to better understand the physical processes which
generate electric potentials. An attempt to experimentally
quantify all currents, particularly those due to secondary
emission, may benefit modeling efforts. Finally, a study of
low Earth orbit charging within the southern hemisphere
where the TOIM predicts deeper and broader polar density
depletions may yield more severe charging.
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